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Foreword

For many years, my colleagues and my graduate students have heard me talk about Story Grammar Marker® (SGM®).
I use this strategy as a clinician and as a professor. I knew the strategy was inherently engaging for children, and
seemed to clarify the discussion of narrative language for my graduate students. Both the children and the grad stu-
dents became skillful at analyzing stories, recognizing plots, and empathizing with the character’s dilemmas in their
“book-lives.” In my language workshops, I would enjoy retelling a short form of Gone with the Wind to demonstrate
how to use each element of SGM® to reinforce language skills in children with a wide range of language disabilities. 

Colleagues would join my classes at times and later ask if I’d “do it” in their language classes, too. I always told
them they could easily present the same material, but they demurred, saying they really needed a guide to the teach-
ing of SGM®. You know, they would say, “the essentials.”

Luckily, the creative genius behind SGM® was a good friend and when I suggested to Maryellen Moreau a
basic book on the Story Grammar Marker® for graduate students learning evidence-based therapeutic techniques, her
answer was “yes!” The Essential SGM®, is meant to be that: the essentials. This resource is designed to assist speech
language pathology graduate students, and their educational partners, to put theory into practice in narrative dis-
course development. 

Narrative development is a key component of both academics and social interaction. Narratives assist students
in the areas of oral expression, comprehension and written expression as well as social cognition and communication.
These “essentials” link narrative development with thinking and talking about situations and events in books, media,
real life and current events!  

These essentials have taken on even greater importance as states have begun to unpack the Common Core
State Standards (CCSS). Listening and speaking skills have been recognized as two elements of the “core” of this
Common Core! Ehren et al (2012) recently described how speech/language pathologists (SLPs) are in a prime posi-
tion to assist students based on their focused expertise in language, particularly the oral language foundation for liter-
acy. “If literacy levels are to improve, the aims of the English language arts classroom, especially in the earliest grades,
must include oral language in a purposeful, systematic way, in part because it helps students master the printed word”
(CCSS, 2012, p. 26–27). Moreau and I have long believed that the Story Grammar Marker® provides a “purposeful
and systematic way” to relate oral language to the classroom.

“Oral language development precedes and is the foundation for written language development. Oral lan-
guage is primary and written language builds on it” (CCSS, 2012, p. 27). The Story Grammar Marker® assists
speech/language pathologists and teachers to scaffold vibrant oral language in children, and consequently establish or
enrich comprehension skills and literacy.

It was a pleasure to join Moreau in assembling these essentials. I hope you use it to demonstrate another
strategy for clinicians and teachers to collaborative for children’s language, academic and social achievement. The
interventions we use with our children should be purposeful, effective, and well supported in the literature.
Hopefully, you will find this resource meets those criteria as well. 

Judy K. Montgomery
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